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Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.  I will be telling you just a bit about the Bay View Alliance, to set the stage for how a group of collaborators working across several institutions could quickly put together a response to the challenges posed by Covid 19 in assessing student learning.  Josh Potter will describe the model used and Doug James will share how that worked for another member campus.*



11 North American Universities
Indiana University Bloomington
Queens University
University of British Columbia
University of California Los Angeles
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Kansas
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
University of Saskatchewan
University of South Florida
University of Toronto

Funders to date
Carnegie Corporation
Teagle Foundation
Spencer Foundation
Higher Education Quality 

Council of Ontario
Sloan Foundation
Helmsley Trust
National Science Foundation
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The BVA is an international network of research universities working to address the challenges of building a culture that supports more effective teaching and enhanced student learning, especially at the department level.   Representatives of member campuses meet at least twice a year to share information and make decisions for the organization. *The first members came together at a conference at the Carnegie Foundation in Palo Alto, which was focused on the value proposition that the odds of fundamental change in a system go up if people work together across institutions.  They encourage a specific model for that work, called a Networked Improvement Community.*



The NIC Collaboration Model

• Suggested and led by a campus, 
often based on in-progress 
project.

• The campuses work to identify:
 Common strategies: What will we 

all do?
 Local adaptations: What can vary?
 Common measurements and 

metrics
 Plan for “knowledge exchanges”

Research Action Clusters 
(RACs)

• Test a common intervention
• Local, site-specific 

adaptations
• Pool and compare results
• Harness contextual variations 

to improve the intervention, 
and what can be learned

?
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The NIC model uses Research Action Clusters.  A RAC has a group of member institutions interested in testing a particular intervention, for example, reforming the faculty reward system to better capture and reward all the dimensions of effective teaching.It is explicit in permitting local variations in implementation as a tool for achieving richer understanding.  *How does the group identify its project*See bullets on left side.As we have continued working together we have used several additional forms of collaboration *



Additional Forms of Collaboration 
(to date)

WORKING 
GROUPS

PUBLICATIONS CONFERENCE 
PRESENTATIONS

BVA EVENTS
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Ideas for work can arise that are urgent, like coping with Covid, or perhaps not ready for a large funded effort.  Any member can suggest a topic and if some others are interested a working group forms. You will see the product of one of these in a few minutes. We also collaborate on publications and Conference presentations, and we host online conversations to explore new areas of work.All these collaborations can arise fairly quickly because of the relationships of trust already established within the organization, and the level of awareness of what’s happening on other member campuses.I will turn it over to Josh now to tell you about the assessment working group.



The BVA’s Rapid Response
• Onset of Covid-19 resulted in significant online assessment 

challenges, especially academic misconduct and equity & access

JUNE 2020 JULY AUGUST SEPT/OCT
Working group 
forms to build best 
practice guidelines 
and curate 
examples from 
BVA campuses.

Faculty from BVA 
campuses send 
examples to the 
working group.
Each campus 
sends local 
didactic materials.

Working group 
collects and 
condenses these 
resources. “Remote 
Assessment Design 
Principles” posted 
on BVA website. 

Using the design 
principles as 
framework, multiple 
BVA campuses 
deploy faculty 
development 
programs.
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Thank you very much, Linda. As I’m sure all of you know, the onset of Covid-19 resulted in significant online assessment challenges, especially surrounding faculty concerns about academic misconduct and equity & access. The BVA member campuses were no different – especially in an R1 setting where many of our colleagues are drawn from STEM fields, a major worry we heard repeatedly was about students cheating on major exams in large classes. In response, the BVA moved quickly in line with the model Linda described. First, in June, we formed a working group with the goal of building a set of best practice recommendations for remote and online assessment. During July and August, this group reviewed examples and faculty development materials from each of our member campuses. We then condensed and packaged these resources into a set of design principles that we shared both publicly and within the BVA. In early Fall, centers of faculty development and teaching & learning on our member campuses deployed programs using the design principles as a framework.  



CLEAR 
OUTCOMES

CONCEPTUAL 
TASKS

EQUITY TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY SCAFFOLDING FEEDBACK

Assessment Design Principles

https://bayviewalliance.org/new-bva-resource-for-online-assessment-of-student-learning/
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What we landed on were these seven principles of design that we recommended all instructors of online and remote courses keep in mind as they moved their courses out of brick-and-mortar classrooms. Much more about these principles can be viewed at the homepage of the BVA website, which is bayviewalliance.org, but for now I’ll just list them as: focusing on writing clear learning outcomes, emphasizing conceptual tasks rather than large exams, prioritizing equity, ensuring that expectations are transparent, demanding integrity from ourselves and our students, scaffolding large assignments in smaller steps, and providing robust and timely feedback to students. 

https://bayviewalliance.org/new-bva-resource-for-online-assessment-of-student-learning/


Participants’ Incoming Interests

CLEAR 
OUTCOMES

CONCEPTUAL 
TASKS
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INTEGRITY SCAFFOLDING FEEDBACK
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At KU and USF and an AAU STEM Education conference, we’ve run faculty workshops for about 130 people. We gathered data on which of the principles were at top-of-mind at the beginning of each session. The icons here have been rescaled based on the actual percentage of faculty indicating that that principle was something they were presently worried about or working on. As you can see, the results closely mirror the national conversation, with Integrity and Equity far surpassing other interests. 



Principles are Interrelated!

CLEAR 
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CONCEPTUAL 
TASKS

EQUITY

TRANSPARENCY
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But assessment practitioners know that these things are interrelated and there was concern on our BVA campuses that too much focus on maintaining academic integrity was overwhelming other pedagogical considerations. In our faculty programs we stressed the interrelatedness of the design principles, such that – for example – students will be de-incentivized to cheat when large assignments are well-scaffolded and predicated on conceptual tasks. After the programs, we re-surveyed faculty to see how their interests had changed after engaging with the BVA resource. 



Participants’ Outgoing Interests
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You can see here that the icons’ sizes have been rescaled according to the frequencies with which they were mentioned by faculty after the workshops. Equity and Integrity are still important, but we see major growth – in particular – in interest in Scaffolding, Feedback, and Conceptual Tasks. In fact, the biggest movement in these results is away from worry about cheating and toward a broader set of behaviors and structures we might build into our courses to obviate – or at least decrease – academic dishonesty. And I’ll now pass to Doug to talk about UNC. 



UNC’s Rapid Response & BVA partners
 Anticipating Covid-19 impacts, UNC-CH launched KeepTeaching

website, training, and consultations, and pooled resources with 
BVA and others

FEB. 28, 2020 MARCH 2020 APRIL 2020 JUNE-AUG 2020

CFE called teaching 
unit leaders 
together across 
UNC-CH to craft a 
plan & organize 
support to faculty

Launched 
KeepTeaching
website & training  
(Spring Break), 
then extended 
Spring Break to 
finish term remote 

* Pool knowledge 
with BVA & POD  
colleagues to build 
“Remote Exams and 
Assessment Tools;   
* Hogan & Sathy 
publish “8 Ways to 
be more Inclusive in 
Zoom”

Crafted similar 
design principles 
and framework & 
exchanged resources 
with BVA campuses 
to assess student 
learning online
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  Thanks Linda and Josh.  UNC-Chapel Hill’s response to the pandemic ran parallel to many BVA partners. As we saw university responses on the West coast, we anticipated a pivot to fully remote instruction.         On Feb. 28, 2020, our Center for Faculty Excellence called together leaders from 4 other teaching units, the Libraries (for Open Education Resources), and Digital Accessibility Office. We learned that only ~70% of faculty had ever used the Sakai LMS platform for their course. A smaller number of faculty had prior experience teaching online.         Within one week, we launched our Keepteaching.unc.edu website, and provided f2f training for 2 full days of Spring Break. Campus leaders made the decision to finish Spring term remotely after extending Spring Break an extra week. *****   Our Keep Teaching website continued to evolve as we consulted with colleagues in the UNC System, POD Network, and the BVA. A key focus with only 4-5 weeks left in the term was on alternate ways to assess student learning online.  Noting the unplanned pivot and student challenges, a decision was made to allow Pass/Fail for undergraduates. Since we had no campus proctoring tool, many faculty noted their concern about cheating as Josh noted at Kansas.        While this was Emergency Remote Instruction, our response was to help faculty make sound pedagogical choices.  We focused on key principles that could inform their decisions similar to other BVA schools. Principles related to aligning course objectives, activities, and assessments; awareness of student inequities or lack of resources at home; how to expand communication channels, (virtual office hours); using campus-supported instructional tech tools; and showing flexibility, empathy, and care with students.  ***�   Also in April, Kelly Hogan and Viji Sathy, our BVA representatives, published “8 Ways to be More Inclusive in Zoom” in the Chronicle of Higher Education. Their leadership and visibility increased traffic on our website, and kept a DEI focus on our support to instructors. **�  



“Exams and Assessments” Guide Aligns with BVA 7 Design Principles

BVA Design Principles to Assess Student 
Learning Online

1) Clear objectives
(what course goals matter most)

2) Conceptual Tasks
(students demonstrate learning)

3) Equity
(DEI issues; care, flexibility)

4) Transparency
(clear purpose for assignments)

5) Integrity
(assume open book and collaboration; 
promote integrity)

6) Scaffolding 
(smaller, more frequent assessment)

7) Feedback 
(frequent, timely)

See  https://keepteaching.unc.edu/digital-strategies-2/exams-and-assessments/
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To address this growing concern by instructors about remote exams and assessments, we at Carolina were excited to pool our knowledge with BVA colleagues since we were in the process of onboarding to become a member. At Carolina, we focused on Strategies and Tools for Common Assessments as noted in the chart on the left. Using decision-trees like this, we helped our faculty make sound pedagogical choices that tapped into campus-supported tools.         This was in the context of our framework in which faculty taught in one of 5 Modes of Teaching. Ultimately, our Exams and Assessment Guide aligned well with the 7 Principles that developed with our BVA partners.      Finally, I should note something that Josh said -- we also noticed faculty becoming less anxious about academic integrity. �Once they learned more strategies and tools, they also had more empathy for student inequities in remote teaching and learning.  Overall, these student-centered design principles have served our faculty well across many disciplines and types of courses.   

https://keepteaching.unc.edu/digital-strategies-2/exams-and-assessments/


You can find out more about the Bay View Alliance here:
https://bayviewalliance,

And the assessment guidelines here:
Building institutional capacity for assessment - Bay View 
Alliance

Questions for us?

Experiences with guiding the way to effective assessment to share?

https://bayviewalliance/
https://bayviewalliance.org/building-institutional-capacity-for-assessment/
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